MOUNTING ACCESSORIES:
Sunair Glass Window Screens also come
with a variety of other features for your
convenience:

Additional modules
such as the
panoramic corner
module can be
added to enhance
your design.

ELEGANCE AND
FUNCTIONALITY
For Your Restaurant Or Home Patio...
With Glass Window Dividers from Sunair ®

AUTHORIZED DEALER:

Wheels both with locks and without

SUNAIR® glass window dividers are the perfect solution for
adding both elegance and functionality to your restaurant
patio or as an added feature to one of our Pergola®
Awnings. Increase your customer’s comfort by adding
additional weather protection to your outdoor eating area.
Our glass window dividers come in a variety of designs to fit
your budget and style of your restaurant and can be fixed or
moving for ultimate comfort.

www.SunairAwnings.com
Heat Lamps
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The Oasis stationary
models have
simple and smooth
parallelepiped
designs which can
be adapted to any
furniture set up.

The Up and Down semi-automatic Terrace Wind Screen provides protection
on windy days. It can be lowered on calm days for more air movement.

The Oasis All Seasons model is the
perfect adjustable and convertible
weather protection solution for every
season.

Up

With the Oasis All Seasons convertible
modules you can easily change between
the up protected Spring and fall mode
to an all open warm summer mode by
removing the top glass leaving the
base wall.
Additional modules include a menu
holder, doors, and panorama modules
with rounded corners.

The Oasis comes in many different configurations and
designs to fit your needs
Screens can be raised or
lowered easily to accommodate
any climate.

Down

60.6/
70.8 in

The Up & Down model is made up of
two sections, one stationary and one
mobile. A simple key is used to lock
and release the module. To raise,
release window with the key and the
spring loaded module will slowly rise
on its own.
The Up and Down model of our
glass window dividers can be
customized to match your color
scheme or even display your logo!
The base aluminum colors are White
and Iron Grey colors. Virtually any
color and design graphic motifs can
be added to the glass to showcase
your restaurant’s unique style.
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27.2 in
Firenze
Glass/Panel Model
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27.2 in
Venezia
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27.2 in
OASIVision
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40.4 in
Roma
Glass/Panel Model

Include a Nizza Model
planter to create an
elegant and welcoming
atmosphere
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